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Victim of latest Lampedusa boat tragedy 
revealed to have been giving birth as she 
drowned after her corpse is found with baby 
boy still attached by umbilical cord
l The mother and baby were the 288th and 289th corpses found by divers 

l Horrifying detail emerged after EU commissioner asked why one coffin was 
so large, unaware mother and child were being buried together 

l Premature male baby still attached by umbilical cord when rescue divers 
pulled their corpses from the wreck 

l Diver who found them said: 'We all began to cry - my mask was full of tears' 

By HANNAH ROBERTS
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A baby, born as its mother drowned, is among the latest victims of the boat tragedy that has claimed 
the lives of more than 300 migrants off the coast of Sicily.

Their fishing boat caught fire and sank last Thursday just half a mile offshore.

The Eritrean woman, who was seven months pregnant, would have given birth in her death throes, 
the mayor of Lampedusa Giusi Nicolini told reporters.

The premature male baby was still attached by the umbilical cord when rescue divers pulled their 
corpses - 288 and 289 -  from the wreck.

Coffins of those who died when a ship carrying African migrants towards Italy sank after a fire. A woman, who 

gave birth as she was dying, and her prematurely born son are among the dead. They are to be buried together, 

rather than in the small white children's coffins (at front)
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The child will be buried in the same coffin as its mother rather than in a small white coffin like the 
other children. The mother herself was only around 20 years old.

The tragic story only emerged when European Union Commissioner Jose Manuel Barroso asked why 
one coffin was noticeably bigger than the rest, the Italian newspaper Il Messagero reported.

The newspaper wrote: 'It was up to the mayor of the island to tell the terrible, unimaginable events.

'Doctors had told her an Eritrean woman had died and as she died she brought her son into the 
world. They didn't even separate, there was no time.'

Italian Coast Guards rescue a survivor of the ship transporting hundreds of migrants which caught fire and 

sank off the Sicilian island of Lampedusa, Italy

Victims after a boat packed with African migrants caught fire and sank off the southern Italian island of 

Lampedusa. A mother and her prematurely born son are among the dead 

Police diver Renato Sollustri said he had not slept since he had brought up the two corpses, the 
baby hidden in the folds of his mother's white leggings, under pulled-down trousers.  

He said: 'It was three in the afternoon when we finally got into the last cabin in the bow after having 
got past a wall of bodies.'

The divers still had ten minutes' oxygen left when they got to the last cabin in the bow and saw a 
mother with a baby bump. 

More...

l Mother probed by police for Facebook post that said she hoped Muslims were among the hundreds who 

drowned in Italy boat disaster  

l EU proposes Mediterranean-wide search and rescue mission to intercept migrant boats as it emerges 

Lampedusa survivors face prosecution and fines  

l Lampedusa migrant boat tragedy death toll reaches 211 as more bodies are recovered from the sunken 

vessel that was headed for Italy  

Mr Sollustri told La Repubblica: 'We couldn't leave without doing something for her. We took her out 
forming a human chain with our arms. Then we lay her on the sea bed.

'With a rope we joined her to the other bodies and with buoyancy aids we took them towards the light.
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'It wasn't until we passed the body to our colleagues in the boat that they made the shocking 
discovery - in her leggings was a newborn baby.

A bunch of flowers reading 'Dead at sea' floating in the sea near the Lampedusa harbour after the boat with 

migrants sank killing more than a hundred of people

'None of us could believe it. We all began to cry - my mask was full of tears.'

The police marshall said he had never before lost control in the job, but added: 'In front of that 
newborn baby I lost my cool.

'The baby may never have seen light - only the darkness at the bottom of the sea. It was a horrible 
job.' 

Italian premier Enrico Letta has ordered that all the victims be given state funerals. They are to be 
buried in a cemetery in Sicily.

His government is now on track to repeal the offence of illegal immigration which, under a 2002 law, 
meant that all the survivors were automatically facing criminal charges.

On Wednesday a Senate committee approved an amendment to cancel the offence.

Deputy Interior Minister Felipe Bubbico said a more 'global' approach was needed to manage 
immigration. 
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Elsa, Brighton, United States Minor Outlying Islands, 15 hours ago 

How horrible. Can you imagine being the person to discover that? It would stay with them for 
life. Awful, awful, awful. To take that risk, while so heavily pregnant shows the desperation in 
these poor people's lives.

Click to rate

ReplyNew Comment

98947

Danielle, Glasgow, 15 hours ago 

God bless xx

Click to rate

ReplyNew Comment

68342

tomo184, belfast, 15 hours ago 

So they're starving and being persecuted.. Still having babies seems a bit of a contradiction? 
Think if it was true I'd be keeping focused on staying alive rather than playing around!

Click to rate

ReplyNew Comment

888275

shelski, midlandshire, 15 hours ago 

Oh how terribly sad. My heart aches for what she must have been going through in the final 
moments. RIP baby & Mother xx

Click to rate

ReplyNew Comment

62598

MattDB, London, United Kingdom, 15 hours ago 

Stop huffing and puffing about how they were potential illegal immigrants. This is such a sad 
and tragic ending for people desperate for a better life. All their hopes just gone.

Click to rate

ReplyNew Comment

163698

Canadianraptor, Hobbitville, Canada, 15 hours ago 

So sad for the mother and baby to drown while giving birth! Kudos to Italy and Sicily fir the 
compassion and care that they have shown to the victims which is more than can be aid for 
some commenters on here. Yes, what they were doing is wrong but they are twice victims, 
firstly to the sleazebags who organised this and secondly to the sea!

Click to rate

ReplyNew Comment

69616

Hillary Corby, Bordighera, Italy, 15 hours ago 

She certainly knows how 

to pack a style punch 

Tre Holloway moves on 

from his Girls Aloud 

romance as he's 

spotted 'twerking' with 

Cheryl Cole lookalike  
Only announced split this 

week 

Hilary Duff pulls on 

sexy thigh-high boots for 

trip to office as she revs 

up her career a year 

after son's birth 

Let her natural beauty 

shine in Beverly Hills 

Diddy's girlfriend 

Cassie shares intimate 

snap from inside their 

bedroom... but who took 

the photo? 

Rapper slumped on top 

in cuddle 

They give good leg! 

Amanda Seyfried, 27, 

and Naomi Watts, 45, 

rock high hems and 

ankle boots on the set of 

While We're Young 

Filming in New York City 

Dianna Agron cheers 

herself up with trip to 

the hair salon and take-

out after being 

'excluded' from Glee 

tribute episode 

Got her hair done in LA 

The gym can wait: 

Chantelle Houghton puts 

the diet on hold whilst on 

a shopping day out with 

daughter Dolly 

She's happy with her 

post-baby body weight 

Talk about excess 

baggage! Coleen Rooney 

heads to Barbados with 

with NINETEEN cases 

There's over packing and 

there's Coleen Rooney 

'Bye bye belly': Coleen 

Rooney shows off the 

results of fitness regime 

in skimpy bikini on 

Barbados beach break 

Working hard to get back 

to her pre-baby shape  

Retired tennis champ 

Andy Roddick and wife 

Brooklyn Decker sell 

sprawling $12.5M 

lakeside mansion 

The idyllic property sits 

on 1.8 acres 

A shoe tailored to your 

skin-tone? Christian 

Louboutin launches new 

color-match heels that 

promise to 'elongate 

your legs' 

From fair to rich chestnut 

DWTS contestant 

Brant Daugherty shows 

off his sculpted abs as 

he exercises shirtless in 

the park 

He's usually covered up 

during performances 
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Add your comment

'Doctors had told her an Eritrean woman had died and as she died she brought her son into the 
world. They didn't even separate, there was no time.' Heartbreaking. Absolutely heartbreaking. 
She was looking forward to being a mother. She had no chance and the baby had no chance. 
How awful. RIP the two of you. Too young to be taken. 

Click to rate

ReplyNew Comment

64484

Hope, London, 15 hours ago 

Heart breaking. 

Click to rate

ReplyNew Comment

51252

Ms Glo, London, United Kingdom, 15 hours ago 

That is just so sad, Brought tears to my eyes. It really take something to seek a better life, I 
guess we should consider ourselves lucky to live the life we do and be born in a 'developed' 
country. You know I read a lot of the negative immigration comments, and what really strikes 
me is that over time, we seem to forget that very few of us are actually indigenous, and what our 
fore fore fore fathers went through to get where we are today really took something too...

Click to rate

ReplyNew Comment

84364

Hillary Corby, Bordighera, Italy, 15 hours ago 

So sad. RIP all the victims. I live in Italy and all you wanted was a better life and for those that 
are deceased, you have found it. 

Click to rate

ReplyNew Comment

65227
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 Who is this week's top commenter? 

Find out now

Who's the funny one 

now? Jerry Seinfeld 

bursts out laughing 

while grabbing pastries 

with Tina Fey 

The comedy legend may 

have found his match 

Paris Hilton looks 

stunning in a green 

dress in NYC... just 

hours after calling a 

radio host a 'f***ing 

a**hole,' not realizing 

she was still on the air 

The Time Hoard: 

Missing episodes of 

Doctor Who from 1960s 

found gathering dust in a 

cupboard in Nigeria 

The discovery will cause 

much excitement 

'Their marriage was 

out of control': Jenner 

family friend Kathie Lee 

Gifford weighs in on Kris 

and Bruce's split... as 

Kendall and Kylie 'side 

with different parents' 

Happy families! Dina 

Lohan posts a photo of 

Lindsay and her siblings 

on Instagram 

All the kids looked happy 

to be back together again 

The love-in continues! 

Lara Bingle shows off 

her slim waist in a tiny 

crop top and Daisy 

Dukes as she and Sam 

Worthington enjoy 

another PDA-fest 

'Safety is my top 

priority': Heidi Klum 

defends her $330 

stroller after testing 

experts deem it 'unsafe' 

Truly Scrumptious Travel 

System buggy  

'I won't spend more 

than two or three weeks 

away': Orlando Bloom 

feels 'weird' leaving son 

Flynn while wife Miranda 

Kerr takes only seven 

days off parent duty 

Krysten Ritter beats 

the chill in statement 

faux fur jacket as she 

enjoys a solo stroll in the 

rain 

Breaking Bad star looked 

pretty good 

Make-up free LeAnn 

Rimes dresses down for 

a coffee run as she 

takes time out from 

filming her reality TV 

show 

Distinctly unglamorous 

The women who are 

transforming Hollywood: 

New shoot celebrates 

Melissa McCarthy, 

Reese Witherspoon and 

Penelope Cruz as 

industry game-changers 

Two cute! SJP's twins 

Marion and Tabitha 

dress in wellies for rainy 

walk to school with dad 

Matthew Broderick 
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 Marion and Tabitha are 
budding fashionistas 

Kris Jenner looks 

ready for a fresh start 

as she studies detox 

book with a highlighter 

in hand following 

separation from Bruce 

Reading 21-Day Tummy 

How Kris Jenner was 

'insanely jealous' of 

Bruce's ex-wife Linda 

Thompson... who he 

rekindled friendship with 

before announcing split 

Have two sons together 

'A lot of people think 

you're a jerk', says U.S. 

TV chat show host 

Jimmy Kimmel after 

grovelling apology to 

'genius' Kanye West in 

gushing interview 

Country star Dierks 

Bentley and his wife 

welcome third child, 

taking a name from one 

of Brad Pitt and Angelina 

Jolie's sons 

Chose the name Knox 

No mum tum here! Kim 

Kardashian shows off 

her post-baby body in 

figure-hugging navy 

dress for Kanye's 

Kimmel showdown 

Displayed flat stomach  

Splashing out! One 

Direction's Louis 

Tomlinson and Zayn 

Malik strip down to their 

shorts for a dip in the 

ocean as their tour sets 

off for New Zealand 

Melissa Joan Hart 

spills beans on how 

Ryan Reynolds wooed 

her at 19... and what 

new wife Blake Lively 

thinks about it 

Steamy encounter 

Married? You'll wince 

at this weekend in Paris: 

An engrossing portrait 

of a long marriage 

I'm not sure that seeing 

Le Week-End is ideal 

preparation for Paris 

Mesmerised by a Wiki 

Freak: Benedict 

Cumberbatch's chillingly 

accurate portrayal of 

Wikileaks boss Julian 

Assange 

Uncanny 

Owen Wilson's baby 

mama Caroline Lindqvist 

comes under fire from 

father-in-law as it's 

revealed she hid 

pregnancy from 

husband and family 

Take Me Home! A 

weary Harry Styles 

boards private jet for 

New Zealand leg of One 

Direction's epic world 

tour 

Schedule taking its toll  

Something on your 

mind? Lauren Silverman 
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looks troubled as she 

emerges for the first 

time since Simon 

Cowell's birthday dinner 

with an old flame 

The VERY Little 

Mermaid! Denise Welch 

displays her slim figure 

in a skimpy top and tail 

for sexy shoot 

Delighted fans with the 

humorous picture  

Jennifer Ellison opens 

up about postnatal 

depression and how 

mums need more help 

Suffered from the 

condition after the birth of 

her first son, Bobby, 3 

Tomboy Stacy Keibler 

goes hell for leather on 

three-wheeled 

motorbike 

She didn't have any 

problems handling the 

huge machine 

Michelle Heaton's 

daughter Faith gives her 

baby bump a tender kiss 

in touching picture 

Liberty X star shows off 

pregnancy curves in a 

strapless polkadot bikini  

The West End sex 

bomb who sacrificed 

stardom to be Mrs 

Ronnie Corbett despite 

being far more famous 

than him at the time 

Long-suffering Anne 

From Tennessee 

Williams to... David 

Lynch? Zachary Quinto 

takes a break from 

Broadway for a surreal 

stroll with redheaded 

twins 

BAZ BAMIGBOYE: From 

Borgen to the Bard: The 

actress from cult Danish 

crime drama is to star in 

a production of 

Shakespeare's 

bloodiest play 

'All becoming very 

real': X Factor acts head 

out for their first day at 

the studios but two of 

the finalists are 

ALREADY on vocal rest 

Live show this weekend 

Kelly Clarkson dons 

lacy red dress to 

announce American 

Music Awards 

nominations... with 

Macklemore & Ryan 

Lewis leading the way 

All eyes are on Katie 

Holmes' glossy mane as 

she promotes her 

haircare brand 

Comes just one day after 

the actress appeared to 

have a few grey hairs   

Buff Bieber! Justin 

goes from scrawny to 

ripped as he poses 

shirtless with his 

personal trainer 

The 19-year-old 

displayed his six pack 
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'GET the London look': 

Rita Ora showcases her 

first Rimmel collection in 

cute pink coat and 

buckled knee-high boots 

as she joins Kate Moss 

and Georgia May Jagger 

Revealed: 'My husband 

saved my life': The wife 

of David Bowie's son 

tells of grueling cancer 

battle - and reveals they 

have embryos on ice 

ready to start a family 

Anyone know a good 

laser surgeon? Jodie 

Marsh attempts a 

feminine look in a fitted 

evening dress... that 

shows off her manly 

sleeve tattoo 

'Dungers kinda day': 

Fearne Cotton shows off 

her mismatched style as 

she teams her 

dungarees with socks 

and platform sandals 

An odd ensemble 

'Movies will soon be 

her main focus': Cara 

Delevingne 'signs up to 

star in new film about 

Amanda Knox' 

Will 'star alongside Colin 

Firth and Daniel Bruhl' 

My, what a big coat you 

have! Mila Kunis gives 

Little Red Riding Hood a 

run for her money on 

rainy day in LA 

Bundled up in a bright 

red coat  

Caroline Flack shows 

off her killer legs from 

beneath oversized green 

coat... but her boyfriend 

wasn't so forthcoming 

Jack Street opted to stay 

out of the limelight  

Hello, boys! Newly-

single Cheryl Cole 

puckers up as she 

sizzles in racy lingerie 

and a retro-inspired 

swimsuit in sexy new 

calendar shoot 

Sugar and spice and all 

things nice: Melanie 

Sykes slips into some 

stunning ballgowns for a 

new baking campaign 

Was previously the face 

of Boddingtons beer  

Over bodycon-fident! 

Luisa Zissman reveals a 

bit too much as she 

goes bra-less in sheer 

dress for Bad Grandpa 

premiere 

Flaunted her curves  

Bruce Jenner leaves 

meeting with Kris 

looking tired and drawn 

while she seems 

happier than ever... as 

it's revealed the split 

WILL be shown on show 

Bruce Jenner's sons 

Brody and Brandon 

'thrilled' about his split 

from Kris Jenner, who 
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they blame for years of 

estrangement from their 

father 

Inside the £250,000 

teen birthday bash: A 

£60,000 marquee, 

Cirque du Soleil 

acrobats, Professor 

Green and gallons of 

Krug 

Shiver me timbers! A 

bearded Antonio 

Banderas gets his sea 

legs with a pirate 

makeover for 

SpongeBob 

SquarePants 2 

Queen's Brian May 

reveals Sacha Baron 

Cohen was ruled too 

'distracting' to play 

Freddie Mercury in new 

biopic 

Take note Miley Cyrus: 

Iggy Azalea keeps her 

twerking family friendly 

as she covers up her 

bum with a hoodie 

Insists she started the 

twerking craze 

Miley Cyrus' cheeky 

photo shoot puts her 

shape on show... but 

where have her curves 

gone now? 

Pop star posed for 

Fashion Magazine 

Retail therapy: Alexa 

Chung enjoys shopping 

trip in New York - after 

confessing that she 

worries about her 

weight 

Spot of retail therapy  

Striding up a storm! 

Rosie Huntington-

Whiteley is runway 

ready in leg-lengthening 

jeans and fierce boots 

Turned the Manhattan 

sidewalk into her runway 

Thigh and mighty! 

Nicole Scherzinger 

shows off her slim legs 

in a minidress and sexy 

boots as she joins Matt 

Goss on stage for 

London show 

Revealed: How NeNe 

Leakes lost 20lbs for 

her summer wedding 

NeNe Leakes, 45, 

dropped 20 pounds 

before her wedding in 

June 

Lucy Mecklenburgh 

admits she still loves 

Mario Falcone after 

seeing him with Lauren 

Pope in The Only Way Is 

Vegas finale 

Tearful 

Time to rebuild? Alex 

Rodriguez, 37, visits an 

architect with girlfriend 

Torrie Wilson, 38, 

amidst legal battle with 

the baseball league 

In Miami  
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Weight Watchers 

completely online. 

 

Sign up for FREE* - save 

£32.90 on a 3 month plan. 

FOLLOW...

more  

DON'T MISS 

Matching her wardrobe 

to the weather! Kelly 

Brook wears chunky 

grey jumper on overcast 

day in Los Angeles 

Clouds have followed  
her from London to LA 

Prince of lightness: 

Ozzy Osbourne is the 

picture of health and 

happiness on the road in 

Rio 

Recently confessed to a 

drink and drugs relapse  

Start off with a bang! 

Kaley Cuoco looks cute 

in fedora hat and biker 

boots as she steps out 

to petrol station 

The Big Bang Theory star 

made quick pit stop 

BAZ BAMIGBOYE: 

Behind you! M promises 

a licence to chill 

Judi Dench threatens to 

place a photo of herself 

on set to haunt Ralph 

Fienes 

Soon they won't need 

security! Prince Michael 

and Blanket Jackson 

take part in martial arts 

classes 

Sheer delight: Laura 

Whitmore goes for see-

through dress at 

Scottish Fashion 

Awards...while David 

Gandy kept it classic in a 

tuxedo 

Joaquin Phoenix 

shows the strain at 

charity event as the 20th 

anniversary of brother 

River's death looms 

following revelations in 

new tell-all book 

'My three-year-old 

might like you': Simon 

Cowell already thinking 

like a daddy as he 

claims his unborn child 

would be a fan of bizarre 

boy band on X Factor 

Owen Wilson 'to 

become a father for the 

second time after 

getting his personal 

trainer Caroline 

Lindqvist pregnant' 

Child due in January 

What happened, Kelly? 

Ms Osbourne sports 

scruffy ponytail to jet out 

of LAX after sporting 

sleek do at Hollywood 

event 

Went with messy up do 
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She scrubs up well: 

Nicky Hilton goes from 

scruffy to scrumptious 

for a New York film 

screening 

Attended a screening of 

The Counselor 

Getting to know you! 

Sean Bean brings 

girlfriend Ashley to 

spend day with his 

daughter Lorna  
He's nearing Henry VIII's 

number of wives 

Feline purr-fect! Ashley 

Roberts teams quirky 

cat-print dungarees with 

a sexy sheer crop top as 

she rocks the red carpet 

at Bad Grandpa 

premiere 

The Cambridge Satchel 

Company teams up with 

Dame Vivienne 

Westwood for pirate-

inspired AW13 designs 

Julie Deane, 46, joins 

forces with big name 

'Without makeup she 

looks like the Joker': 

Socialite living in Joan 

Rivers' luxury condo 

building sues her for 

$15M claiming she put 

glue in her locks  

Car trouble? Julianne 

Hough hoods up as she 

rehearses scenes and 

scouts locations for a 

forthcoming video shoot 

The 25-year-old star 

looked troubled  

It's the beach 

Olympics! Sylvie van der 

Vaart wears floral bikini 

as she plays games with 

her son Damian 

More than happy to keep 

her son entertained  

Lindsay Lohan outs her 

brother Michael Jr for 

having a Tinder dating 

profile... but in doing so 

reveals she may have 

turned to the love app 

Lindsay looking for love 

'Final countdown!' 

Pregnant Ivanka Trump 

shows off her baby 

bump one week before 

due date as she takes 

two-year-old Arabella 

out for lunch 

Holly Willoughby 

shows off her chic 

autumn style in a berry 

coat and felt fedora... as 

Celebrity Juice co-star 

Fearne Cotton goes for 

grunge glamour 

Boot camp definitely 

worked then! Spencer 

Matthews reveals his 

ripped abs and torso as 

he shows his charitable 

side at 10k run 

Sally Bercow flashes 

her new tattoo publicly 

for the first time: But her 

daughter seems less 
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happy about being on TV 

than her mother 

Inside the £70,000 

Christmas hamper: 

Matching MacBook Airs, 

a vintage designer dress 
and a £14,000 mobile 

phone 

The ultimate hamper 

Staying neutral: Sandra 

Bullock looks 

androgynous in a 

monochrome suit as 

she attends a private 

screening of new film 

Gravity 

Suited Oliver Cheshire 

plays the part of a 

classic English gent as 

he models new M&S 

Best of British collection 

Modelling brand's new 

Best of British collection  

Here comes the bride! 

Engaged Kelly Clarkson 

dons gorgeous wedding 

dress to perform her 

Christmas song on The 

View 

A casual Michael 

Fassbender is joined by 

glam girls Carla Gugino 

and Julianna Margulies 

at film event in NYC 

Stars in Ridley Scott's 

latest film 

So THAT's what the 

Little stands for! Mixers 

Perrie Edwards and 

Leigh-Anne Pinnock 

strut their stuff in daring 

micro-minis as they kick 

off radio tour 

'I could meet a guy': 

The Hunger Games star 

Josh Hutcherson 

reveals he's open to 

dating men in new 

interview 

That's a Kick Ass 

outfit! Chloë Moretz 
wears leather mini skirt 

with a green patterned 

blazer for TV 

appearance 

A super fashion sense 

FIRST LOOK: Natalie 

Portman and Chris 

O'Dowd pictured 

enjoying a date in new 

Thor: The Dark World 

movie at London's OXO 

Tower 

Following her lead: 

Olivia Palermo looks 

effortlessly stylish - 

even when walking her 

beloved dog in New York 

Known for her 

impeccable style 

Chilly in the city! Sarah 

Jessica Parker bundles 

up her daughter Marion 

against the autumn cold 

as they step out in New 

York 
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Didn't he get the 

memo? Lara Bingle out-

dresses Sam 

Worthington on their 

latest date...but they're 

soon sealing their 

relationship with a kiss 

Still sexy at 67! Cher 

dares to bare toned 

thighs in a leather mini 

skirt and looks 

remarkably youthful for 

TV performance 

Singing for over 48 years 

Housewives star 

Ramona Singer's 

husband Mario is 

accused of having an 

affair with society 

girl...and getting her 

pregnant 

Just like Rod! Kimberly 

Stewart's daughter 

Delilah wears red tartan 

trousers in homage to 

her rocker grandfather 

Pair dressed up to head 

to school in LA  

Va va voom! Liv Tyler 

shows off her incredible 

figure in this season's 

reverse peplum skirt at 

charity event 

Was co-chair of The 

Lunchbox Fund fall fête  

Anne and Sophie left 

off christening guest list: 

Some senior royals will 

not attend ceremony 

because Kate and 

William want it to be an 

'intimate, family affair' 

Kate Hudson twirls for 

the camera in a series 

of shimmering dresses 

while taking part in a 

photo shoot 

She relished being in the 

Malibu sunshine 

'There's a deep rift 

between the band': 

Jonas Brothers cancel 

19-date tour just days 

before first show 

'Big disagreement over 

their music direction.' 

Ashley Tisdale and 

fiance Christopher 

French show off 

matching caps and 

skinny legs as they 

leave Pilates class 

Brandi Glanville kisses 

mystery man as she 

leaves dinner with Kim 

Richards following a 

charity event 

Down and out in 

Beverly Hills... and 

Battersea: Luke Perry 

looks worlds away from 

90210 glory days as he 

cuts a scruffy figure 

while shooting movie 

Heavens to 

Murgatroyd! Dancing 

With The Stars pro Peta 

wows at People's Ones 

To Watch event in sexy 
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backless jumpsuit 

Flashed plenty of flesh  

Girls just wanna have 

fun (with other girls): 

Four in ten women 

would rather spend time 

with their girlfriends 

than their husbands 

Like Sex And The City 

Lamar Odom 'pulls out 

of New York trip to meet 

with basketball teams' 

but has 'tested negative 

for drugs' 

The 33-year-old jetted to 

New York on Weds 

Business as usual! 

Kourtney Kardashian 

jets into New York City 

as the family react to 

Kris and Bruce Jenner's 

marital split 

Time for a touch up? 

Katie Holmes reveals 

grey hair as she shows 

off her sensational legs 

in shorts on Good 

Morning America 

Hardcore! Rihanna 

grimaces as she gets a 

Maori tribal tattoo inked 

the traditional way... with 

a chisel and mallet 

Opted for a traditional Ta 

Moko tattoo 

Nicole Scherzinger's 

weight loss is more than 

noticeable as she 

displays her TINY waist 

and protruding ribs in a 

white crop top and 

pencil skirt 

Back to her roots: New 

Girl star and former 

model Hannah Simone 

makes inexpensive 

winter woollies look a 

million bucks in new 

Redbook shoot 

Jennifer Connelly looks 

skinnier than ever on a 

run in New York, during 

a break from playing a 

homeless woman in 

Shelter 

Man of honour Ralph 

Fiennes looks suave at 

his New York Film 

Festival Gala Tribute... 

but he's upstaged by 

The Walking Dead star 

Danai Gurira 

'I train like an athlete 

everyday': Usher shows 

off results of his intense 

fitness regime in sizzling 

shirtless photo shoot 

Set to play boxing legend 

Sugar Ray Leonard  

She's gone APE! Cara 

Delevingne jets home 

from Brazil sporting 

furry gorilla trainers and 

skinny leather trousers 

Hoppers designed by 

Jeremy Scott  

Why pretty people get 

ahead at work: Alison 
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Wolf examines the 

beauty advantage and 

its impact in the office  
If you're slim and pretty 

people want you around 

Daddy's girl! Amy 

Adams' toddler holds on 

to her father Darren Le 

Gallo as doting parents 

take her to school in Los 

Angeles 

Safe with daddy 

Leah Remini smiles as 

she heads to DWTS 

rehearsals... as it's 

confirmed she'll testify 

in multi-million dollar 

lawsuit against the 

Church Of Scientology 

Munch hands in his 

badge: Richard Belzer 

shocks viewers by 

retiring from Law and 

Order: SVU after 15 

seasons 

End of an era 

Charlize Theron wears 

scarf to cover incision 

on her neck following 

surgery for broken 

vertebra 

Stylish way to cover cut 

Alanis Morissette puts 

her ongoing lawsuit with 

former nanny behind her 

as she shows off toned 

physique at the gym 

All smiles as she hit the 

gym in California 

Giving back! Nikki Reed 

changes into one-piece 

floral swimsuit as she 

takes part in Hurricane 

Sandy fundraiser in NYC 

Joined extreme athlete 

Diana Nyad in the pool 

Fascinating time-lapse 

photographs capture the 

'nocturnal dance' of 

lovers as they sleep 

Taken by Dutch 

photographer Paul 

Schneggenburger 

Kris Jenner reveals 

her biggest regret is 

divorcing Robert 

Kardashian in interview 

given before she 

announced separation 

from Bruce 

Kris and Bruce, the 

$125m couple with NO 

prenup, arrive for 

divorce summit: 

Matriarch looks less 

than heartbroken but 

strain shows on him 

Not letting her guard 

down! Christina Milian 

emerges from DWTS 

rehearsals... with 

perfect hair and a full 

face of make-up 

Just like old times! 

Heather Locklear and 

ex-husband Richie 

Sambora reunite for 

their daughter Ava's 

Sweet 16 birthday 

Both there for their child 
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He's all mine! Ariana 

Grande plants a kiss on 

Wanted star boyfriend 

Nathan Sykes as they 

enjoy a romantic dinner 

in London 

Couldn't seem happier  

Kelly Bensimon 

refuses to appear on 

Bethenny... saying that 

Frankel 'will suck the 

blood from your child to 

get ratings' 

'He's my dad': Rob 

Kardashian says Bruce 

Jenner will still be in his 

life despite split from 

Kris... and insists the 

former couple couldn't 

'be in a happier place' 

Pictured: Bruce Jenner 

the pony-tailed bachelor 

'flirts' with gaggle of 

women at racetrack 

after separation from 

Kris 

Nice to have support 

Selfies as usual: 

Parents' separation fails 

to ruin Kendall and Kylie 

Jenner's fun as they 

tweet revealing snaps of 

themselves  

Thank you for being a 

friend! Golden Girl Betty 

White stars in hilarious 

passenger safety video 

for Air New Zealand 

Starred in the comedy 

show The Golden Girls 

That's a lot more 

covered up! Lisa 

Snowdon steps out in 

cute printed trousers 

after showing off bikini 

body while holidaying in 

Turkey 

'I have never liked 

partying': Vanessa 

Hudgens channels the 

boho look as she 

discusses BFF Ashley 

Tisdale and being 'too 

trusting' 

Khloe Kardashian and 

Lamar Odom seen 

TOGETHER for the first 

time in 129 days as they 

rally around Kris Jenner 

following split 

announcement 

'She's driven by money 

and power': Kris Jenner 

sister claims the 

matriarch's greed is 

ruining her life after 22-

year marriage collapses 

The $125m couple with 

NO prenup: Kris Jenner 

will 'duke it out with 

Bruce over their 

massive wealth' 

Kris is preparing for the 

biggest fight of her life 

Is Kris Jenner on the 

hunt for a toyboy 

already? Reality 

matriarch steps out 
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without her ring amid 

claims she's got eyes 

for Bachelor Ben Flajnik 

Come rain or shine! 

Victoria's Secret model 

Alessandra Ambrosio 

styles it out after being 

caught in rare Los 

Angeles downpour 

Had morning workout 

How Kris and Bruce 

faked it for reality 

show... and forced 

Kendall Jenner to lie 

about state of marriage 

in interviews 

Sex pests, humiliation 

and the sheer hell of 

dating at 51: In new 

Bridget Jones it's all 

toyboys and wild romps. 

Get real, says AMANDA 

PLATELL 

The Jasmin kiss! Walia 

locks lips with yet 

another TOWIE boy in 

the form of Charlie Sims 

in Vegas special 

Does she want to kiss 

every boy on TOWIE? 

I'd look away now 

Mario... TOWIE stars 

Lucy Mecklenburgh and 

Tom Pearce enjoy a 

romantic night out after 

'getting close' during 

recent trip to Vegas 

Whizz or swizz? The 

£500 blender Miranda 

Kerr can't live without 

Costs the same as a 

designer bag but stars 

prefer a Vitamix Total 

Nutrition Health Centre 

Weight Watchers 

completely online. 

 

Sign up for FREE* - save 

£32.90 on a 3 month plan. 

FOLLOW...

more  

Today's headlines Most Read

So Nicole Kidman, how come you've hardly 

aged a day in 20 years? 

No full driving licence until 19: Ministers' 

plan to slash deaths caused by young 

motorists 

Public sector wages still outstrip private 

by more than £3,000: Workers still receive 

average 6% 'pay... 

Boycott greedy energy firm, urges minister: 

But defiant SSE blames its £111-a-year tariff 

increase on... 

Why are so many middle class children 

speaking in Jamaican patois? A father of 

an 11-year-old girl laments a... 

Metals risk in baby milk: Formula can 

contain 100 times more aluminium than 

breast 

'I'm lucky to still have my leg': Decorator 

suffers horrific wound inflicted by 

poisonous spider that is... 

Calls grow to prosecute Guardian over spy 

leaks: Now Clegg and May join 
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condemnation of paper 

Leveson's anger as MP questions him over 

lawyers' affair 

How lots of kissing helps a girl to find her Mr 

Right: Smooching allows women to assess 

potential partners... 

Eye contact is a 'turn-off': Speakers who 

try to look directly at you to change your 

mind are likely to have... 

Police chief's wife rescues him from 

'negligent' hospital and says his condition 

has improved since she... 

Queen is given an inflation-busting pay 

rise: Her Majesty to receive 22% increase 

over next two years after... 

The Queen tells author Joanne Harris she 

fears children are choosing computer 

games and e-books over... 

Ariel Castro 'died of auto erotic 

asphyxiation' and NOT suicide. Had pants 

round his ankles when guards cut... 

Thousands of British travellers affected as 

Ryanair and Easyjet cancel more than 120 

flights due to French... 

Is this the perfect wedding dress? 3,000 

brides pick every detail from sleeve style 

to embellishment to... 

One in ten older mums have premature 

babies: 50 per cent more likely to have their 

baby before due date than... 

More than 10,000 tenants use Right to Buy: 

Boost for scheme as number buying their 

council house doubles in... 

Beaten with a belt stick and cable so badly 

he had 50 bruises: How six-year-old boy 

was let down repeatedly... 

14 Caribbean nations sue Britain, Holland 

and France for slavery reparations that 

could cost hundreds of... 

Vandals in £1million wrecking spree at 

richest MP's 20,000 acre country estate 

Richard Kay: £100million Tory rebel Adam 

Afriyie in a fine mess after failing to file his 

company's accounts 

You've got Mail: Every small investor gets 

£750 of shares in Royal Mail but those who 

bid more than £10,000... 

Wedding shake-up to tackle sham 

marriages: Notice period increased to 28 

days so officials can check unions... 

The Time Hoard: Missing episodes of 

Doctor Who from 1960s found gathering 

dust in a cupboard in Nigeria 

No deal: Boehner leaves White House 

crunch talks without talking to reporters, 

Obama administration says the... 

Stalker who terrorised woman for two years 

is freed from court... and allowed to live 

NEXT DOOR 

'Why did I eat so much?' The hilarious 

monologue of a three-year-old 

contemplating his diet in the bathroom 

The virgin auctions: Colombian street gangs 

sell girls as young as TEN to drug lords and 

foreign tourists 

Wet and wild! Villagers are evacuated and 

east coast is put on flood alert as huge 

waves and 60mph winds... 

Mesmerised by a Wiki Freak: Benedict 

Cumberbatch's chillingly accurate portrayal 

of Wikileaks boss Julian... 

NSA leaker Edward Snowden emerges for 

the first time since leaving Moscow airport 

to collect award for... 

Why a weekend lie-in ISN'T enough to undo 

the damage caused by lack of sleep during 
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the working week 

Slump drives jobless to drink: Risk of 

bingeing among unemployed rises to 64% 

since 2004 

'The printers have had a Bridget moment': 

Pages from David Jason's autobiography 

have been published in... 

How brainy elephants are nearly as clever 

as us: Animals may be only creature 

capable of realising that... 

No bone boost from Vitamin D: Study finds 

supplements are waste of time for women 

trying to prevent... 

More than a third of Russia's wealth 

owned by small group, the world' highest 

level of inequality barring... 

Would you bring your PARENTS to work? 

LinkedIn invites employees to take relatives 

to the office to... 

The Victorians were dynamic, hugely 

inventive and deeply caring, says the Mail's 

SIMON HEFFER in his... 

No red bras, no VPL and only half an inch of 

cleavage: City lawyer publishes fashion blog 

for new female... 

Two Russian millionaires in drinking 

contest for most expensive bar bill spent 

£130,000 in just THREE hours... 

Victim of latest Lampedusa boat tragedy 

revealed to have been giving birth as she 

drowned after her corpse... 

Magistrates lift curfew on thug who 

assaulted three policemen so he can go to 

Wembley and watch England's... 

Father killed by truck as he walked across 

America in memory of gay teenage son who 

took his own life after... 

Skins actor suing Met police for £50,000 

claiming they pinned him down and strip-

searched him for drugs... 

How sniffing a teaspoon of PEANUT 

BUTTER can help detect if you are in the 

early stages of Alzheimer's  

Grandfather dropped grand-daughter at 

the WRONG nursery... but staff failed to 

notice and let her play with... 

Great-grandmother with dementia taken to 

stranger's house and tucked up in his bed 

by hospital staff who got... 

MORE HEADLINES

EDITOR'S SIX OF THE BEST

DOUGLAS MURRAY: Why all this country's enemies 

will be grateful for the schoolboy vanity of the 

Guardian,  

STEPHEN GLOVER: Stupendous arrogance: By 

risking lives, I say again, the Guardian is floundering 

far out of its depth in realms where no newspaper 

should venture  

DAILY MAIL COMMENT: The paper that helps 

Britain's enemies  

QUENTIN LETTS: Cue mayhem as the PM's dagger 

sank deep into Ed  

EPHRAIM HARDCASTLE: 'Britain can do better': Why 

Red Ed should have avoided this phrase altogether  

CRAIG BROWN: Oh, the inner turmoil of the Andrex 

puppy: Six things you didn't know about wildlife on 

TV  
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